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Author Gabrielle Selz speaks at recent MFA event
Selz talked about the writing process, giving advice to aspiring writers

What’s Inside
NEWS

BY KATE ARENCHILD
NEWS REPORTER
On Wednesday, Sept. 27, Gabrielle
Selz gave a presentation on turning a
life into art through story. Selz is a visiting writer for creative nonfiction in the
Saint Mary’s Master of Fine Arts (MFA)
program. She’s an award-winning author
who published her first book, “Unstill
Life,” in 2014. The memoir was called
“one of the best books of 2014” by the
San Francisco Chronicle.
She noted that when she wrote her
first book, she did not really know how to
write a book. “Sometimes you only grasp
the larger meaning when you sit back
[later].” With her first book, the words
simply flowed.

“The best piece of
advice I can give
writers is to reach
beyond yourself. Learn
about other things so
that when you write
about yourself, you
are also writing about
the world,” said Selz.
Selz’s second book, a biography she
is still writing on American painter and
printmaker Sam Francis, has been a different process.
She explained that in this book, she
is thinking more about the process of
writing, using structure and plot. Every
sentence must reveal plot, character, and
theme. “Life story doesn’t just say what

SODEXO CHANGES
Food provider switches up meal
plans, adds Peet’s Coffee, and takes
away soft serve ice cream. PAGE 2

GABRIELLE SELZ with her father, Peter, who’s a subject in her 2014 memoir. (Courtesy of Gabrielle Selz)

happened, it says why it is important,
what it means to who the person is, who
they become, and what happens next,”
she said.
People write because they want to turn
a life into something beautiful or at least
useful, she explained. Within art, imagination creates life. Without imagination
and the process of the writer, there are
only plain facts—“this occurred, that
occurred.” But the author can connect
events, people, places, and so forth
together, gathering them all into one
beautiful package. Selz later emphasized
the way in which authors do not create,
but find their characters.
One of the questions she addressed
was: “How do we marry chronology
and evidence to a scaffolding of larger
contexts and themes?” In her personal
experience, she found after many drafts
that her first book revolved around the
larger theme of belonging. Finding this
theme had such a significant impact
on her that she had the word “belong ”

tattooed on her arm after finishing the
book. She encouraged writers to “be
brave, for art is not made without you.”
The Collegian later asked Selz to
comment specifically on her advice to
aspiring young writers. “The best piece
of advice I can give writers is to reach
beyond yourself. Learn about other
things so that when you do write about
yourself, you are also writing about the
world. Write, write, and rewrite like hell.
And persist. And read. I read shelves of
memoirs and I read shelves of books on
writing. And I read shelves and shelves
of art history books, essays, fiction, plays
for structure.
“I learn from everyone who can teach
me anything, so embrace the process.”
Selz contributes to the New Yorker,
Newsday, and The Huffington Post.
Selz’s talk was part of the MFA’s Afternoon Craft Conversation Series. Two
more will be held this semester, on Oct. 11
and Nov. 8, both at 2:30 p.m. in Hagerty
Lounge.

Young Democrats starts up; focuses on DACA issue
BY MAUREEN THAETE
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
When Matt Fitzgerald ‘19 came to Saint
Mary’s as a freshman, “there was no official Democratic club,” he said. Two years
later, Fitzgerald is now the president of
the Young Democrats of Saint Mary’s College, one of three political organizations
on campus and comprised of around 50
students.
“Our function on campus is basically to
get young people involved in the political
process and to have a place where they
feel like their voices can be heard,” said
Fitzgerald.
According to Fitzgerald, engaging students in progressive politics is especially
appropriate at a Lasallian institution.
While he conceded that there is sometimes discord between Catholic teaching and the Young Democrats’ platform,
Fitzgerald ultimately maintains that
“there’s a lot in the Progressive movement that overlaps with the Lasallian
teachings.”
These teachings even inform the organization’s position on the current
presidential administration. “We don’t
try to hide the fact that we are opposed
to Trump because we feel like these policies are harmful,” Fitzgerald said. “I don’t
think they’re American values, and I don’t
think they’re Lasallian values.”
The current administration’s recent
repeal of Deferred Action for Childhood

Arrivals (DACA) has led the Young Democrats to their current objective: pressuring the school administration into making
Saint Mary’s a sanctuary campus.
“We want campus to feel like a safe
space for people who feel like they are
targeted in this political environment,”
said Fitzgerald.
He said the organization is still waiting for President Donahue to follow up

The current
administration’s recent
repeal of [DACA]
has led the Young
Democrats to their
current objective, which
is to pressure the school
administration into
making Saint Mary’s
a sanctuary campus.
about his statement in his Sept. 6 e-mail,
in which he said he planned to meet with
Congressman Mark DeSaulnier to “discuss how we can work together to further
protect our undocumented students.”
If no action is taken by the administration, Fitzgerald said the Young Democrats
plan to take advantage of Donahue’s office

hours to urge him to take the measures to
solidify a sanctuary school policy. “It’s the
Lasallian thing to do; it’s the right thing
to do,” he said.
While the Young Democrats are prepared to fight on the DACA front, for
the most part, said Fitzgerald, they are
concerned with “being involved in the
political process.”
He explained that members of the
Young Democrats tend to engage in activism on campus more on an individual
basis rather than under the name of their
organization.
“Protest is important, but I don’t want
to use the social issues that are really affecting people’s lives just to promote the
club,” said Fitzgerald.
While he reported that he does not
foresee the Young Democrats organizing
their own protests, he maintained that
they are stiff focused on change.
Fitzgerald attributes campus activism
to another political organization, Students for a Democratic Society (SDS).
He distinguished SDS as “a further left
organization, not necessarily involved
in elections and [the political process]”
and “more of an activist organization”
that is still a great candidate for future
collaboration with the Young Democrats.
While they currently have no upcoming plans with SDS, the Young Democrats
are planning a panel on bipartisanship
in collaboration with the College Resee Young Democrats, page 2
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publicans. Fitzgerald said that
collaborating with other cultural
and political clubs on campus
is one of the Young Democrats’
primary goals.
This means that in spite of the
contentious political environment, the Young Democrats and
College Republicans aspire to
work together. “I think that right

“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

the Young Democrats is their
Voter Registration Drive, which
will take place on Wednesday,
Oct. 25. This is an extension of
their mission to engage students
in the political process.
The Young Democrats’ biweekly meetings are another
outlet for students to discuss and
learn more about politics. “This
is a place where you can come
to talk about ideas, to talk about

policy, [and] to get involved in
the democratic process,” said
Fitzgerald. He reiterated that
the club is a safe space, open to
students of all political beliefs
and backgrounds.
The next Young Democrats
meeting will be on Wednesday,
Oct. 11 in Dante 116. For more
information, check them out on
SPOT.

Sodexo changes: New meal plans, Peet’s Coffee added

Matt Carroll hinted at putting a “beer and wine counter” on campus
BY JOSEPH FOARD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Whether you’re a new freshman or a returning upperclassman at Saint Mary’s, you’ve probably been acquainted with Oliver
Hall, where much of the campus
dining is held for breakfast,
lunch, dinner, and everything
in between. But returning students might have noticed slight
changes—new Peet’s Coffee machines, or the lack of a soft serve
dispenser.
Your eyes haven’t deceived
you; over the past year, Sodexo
has been making a list of changes
to the campus food services.
These changes include: the expansion and improvement of the
vegan/vegetarian and international food stations, changes to
the pizza and pasta food station,
and the salad bar being made
“seasonal”—that is, consisting of
“items that are local and fresh”
from the Salinas area and San
Joaquin Valley. The produce at
the salad bar will change from
season to season.
In addition, Sodexo will be
working closely with a variety of
on-campus clubs to provide catering services for their events.
“One of the things that students want most is more variety,”

said Matt Carroll about the new
additions to Oliver Hall. “The
problem with that is there’s only
one place to eat on campus. So
for variety, we have to change
things up, do things special,
move things around …add a
little spice and break up the monotony.” Carroll is the local chair
of Sodexo, the company behind
Saint Mary’s dining services.
W h a t ’s s e r v e d a t O l i v e r
Hall isn’t the only thing that’s
changed.
The meal plans for students

“We’re developing
plans to remodel
Dryden Hall and the
Cassin Student Union
to where it’d be more
of a place to hang out,”
Carroll said. “[We’d
like to] put in some
nice furniture...”
have been altered as well. Rather
than the five plans that the previous year offered with students
being allowed a set amount of entries to Oliver Hall for each plan,

only two meal plans were offered
this year: One being the ‘5-Day’
option and the other being the
‘7-Day’ option, with customers
being allowed to buy additional
flex dollars with each one. “They
just got kind of stale,” Carroll
said of the original meal plans,
“and the lower plans became too
expensive, so what motivated us
was trying to help lower the costs
of the meal plans; and we worked
with the college on developing
those,” he said.
The goal of this change was
to lower the price of meal plans.
“Meal plans are expensive. They
are across the country. It’s a
national problem, not just a local issue, because what you’re
paying for is not just food, you’re
also paying for operational overhead…So we’re trying these plans
for the year to see how students
like them, and so far we’ve had
more people purchase meal
plans than they have in the past
few years, so that means somebody likes it.”
Along with the new food stations and meal plans, students
can expect a few more changes.
We’re developing plans to remodel Dryden Hall and the
Cassin Student Union to where
it’d be more of a place to hang
out,” Carroll said. “[We’d like

to] put in some nice furniture,
TVs, maybe a stage, a little beer

“Meal plans are
expensive. They are
across the country, it’s
a national problem,
not just a local issue,
because what you’re
paying for is not just
food, you’re also
paying for operational
overhead,” said Carroll.
and wine counter...we’re working
on that right now, it just takes a
long time.”
In addition, Carroll mentioned that meals served for “late
night” could possibly be moved
to a different location, and that
Sodexo could be purchasing a
food truck for use during late
night meals and special events.
As for the soft serve dispenser,
Sodexo is deciding whether to
fix the old one or to replace it,
said Carroll. As of now, it’s unclear when exactly this beloved
machine is set to return.

KSMC starts “listening parties” to bring DJs together
BY KYLE BROWN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Collegian is the official newspaper of Saint Mary’s
College, published weekly, except during examination
periods and academic recesses. The Collegian reserves
the right to hold and edit all submitted materials,
solicited and unsolicited. The Collegian’s Editorial
Board is comprised of all oversight staff members. Other
opinions expressed are not necessarily endorsed by The
Collegian, its contributors and/or advertisers. Advertisers do not necessarily reflect the view of The Collegian.
The Collegian strives for accuracy and fairness in the
reporting of news. If a report is wrong or misleading, a
request for a correction or clarification may be made.

now, in this political climate, it’s
especially important to sit down
and to have respectful dialogue
with people that you might not
agree with,” said Fitzgerald.
“Reaching Across the Aisle: A
panel on bipartisanship” is set to
take place on Thursday, Nov. 16.
According to Fitzgerald, some
state representatives will be in
attendance.
Another upcoming event for

During the school week, from
the early hours of breakfast
through late night cramming for
tests, you can count on KSMC to
have a live DJ broadcasting their
thoughts and love of music to
the world.
While hosting a radio show
is often thought of a solitary
activity by nature, DJs still have
plenty of opportunities to get

together and share their passion
for the station.
Last week, KSMC hosted the
first of what will be many album
release listening parties, this
one in honor of The Killers’
latest album, “Wonderful Wonderful.” To the backdrop of the
album, DJs talked about music,
recent concerts, favorite artists,
and upcoming festivals.
Snacks and laughter abounded, and everyone seemed, no
matter what genre they fancied

most, to feel right at home
amidst their fellow music enthusiasts. The night ended in a
raffle, resulting in one lucky DJ
walking away with a copy of the
new album.
An important function of
KSMC that many students may
not even realize is that clubs and
organizations on campus can
contact the station in order to
get a DJ for an event they may
be hosting, according to Grace
Becker, the General Manager

of KSMC. She spoke to the Collegian about the radio station’s
vision for the upcoming year.
One of the coolest things
about DJ’ing a live event is
how “you take part in creating
the environment of the event
through the music you play,”
she said.
KSMC often has a DJ performing at Saturday StrEATs,
when food trucks come to campus to provide an alternative to
dining hall food.

Synopsis: Student passed out in
class, transported by Public Safety
to Health & Wellness Center; referred to Residential Experience
and Health & Wellness Center.

alarm. Referred to Residential Experience and Facilities Experience.

Crime Beat
9/22/17 8:30 a.m.
Incident: Information
Location: Freitas Hall
Synopsis: Air vent cover fell off wall
and onto student; referred to Campus Housing, Facilities Services,
and Loss Prevention.
9/24/17 5:45 p.m.
Incident: Medical Incident

Location: Oliver Hall
Synopsis: Student with a seizure
transported to John Muir Medical Center; referred to Residential
Experience and Health & Wellness
Center.
9/26/17 10:17 a.m.
Incident: Medical Incident
Location: Dante Hall

9/27/17 6:15 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Location: Guerrieri West
Synopsis: Food cooking set off

9/28/17 12:07 p.m.
Incident: Non-compliant Student
Location: Alioto Recreation Center
Synopsis: Student asked to leave;
referred to Residential Experience.
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NEWS
Campus Snapshots

Campus
Calendar
Black Student Meet & Greet
Tuesday, Oct. 3
6:30-8:30 p.m.
De La Salle Hall: Hagerty Lounge
Contact Career and Professional
Development Services
seas@stmarys-ca.edu

NEW STUDENT RETREAT (NSR) student leaders pose for a photo. (Adriana Avila/COLLEGIAN)

WILD TURKEYS continue to roam around Saint Mary’s campus. (Adriana Avila/COLLEGIAN)

Dr. Shawn Copeland (Boston
College) speaks on “Three Biblical Narratives on the Present
American Moment”
Tuesday, Oct. 3
7:30 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Moraga
Room
Contact Lori Erokan
Fair Trade Friday
Friday, Oct. 6
9:00-2:00 p.m.
Korth Academic Center: Mission
and Ministry Center
Contact Nick van Santen
nv5@stmarys-ca.edu

BR. RAPHAEL speaks on Godel: the Suicide of Language. (Nathaniel Schultz/COLLEGIAN)

THE GODEL EVENT is put on by the Integral Program. (Nathaniel Schultz/COLLEGIAN)

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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Amoroma brings authentic Italian cuisine to Moraga Cal Shakes’
Measure for
Measure
BY CAMILLA MARAIS
CULTURE EDITOR

When most think of Moraga
cuisine, Nation’s and Golden
Palace come to mind. While the
town has its fair share of momand-pop stops, Moraga recently
introduced a new restaurant of
classier caliber around the Saint
Mary’s campus. Ristorante Amoroma, located on Park Street, describe themselves as “authentic
Roman cuisine [brought] to the
heart of Moraga.”
The mantra of the joint is “La
nostra casa è tua,” which translates to “Our house is yours.”
Tempted by the menu and tired
of ramen noodles, I decided to
treat myself to some beautifully
crafted Italian goodness.
When my date and I arrived
at Amoroma, the classic and
sophisticated decor welcomed
me into the warm space. It was
a beautiful summer evening,
and the restaurant’s windows
allowed the breeze to cool guests.
Our waitress was enthusiastic
and friendly. She welcomed us
and quickly brought us warm
bread. She then presented us
with the specials and made recommendations. Having already
poured over the menu, I ordered
quickly and with great anticipa-

tion.
To start, my date and I shared
two starters, La minestra di oggi,
the lentil soup, and Li suppri’ ar
telefono, crispy fried rice balls
stuffed with meat and cheese.
While my pescatarian self did
not get to indulge in the dangerously pungent, crispy rice balls,
my date devoured them, uttering
a few grunts of pleasure as they
were inhaled. Crunchy on the
outside but soft and savory on the
inside, the rice balls presented a
smell that made me reconsider
my dietary convictions. My lentil
soup had incredible texture and
a variety of vegetables. However,
it was a little on the bland side. I
asked for a little grated Parmesan
to bring out the flavor, which really saved it.
As our waitress cleared our
plates, we waited with bated
breath for the grand event: our
entrees. While we waited, my
date and I soaked in the ambience of the place. With candles
and soft decor, Amoroma felt
homey without being dated and
sophisticated without seeming
pretentious. You can imagine
our joy when we saw our waitress arriving with two steamy
and heavenly-smelling dishes.
My date took advantage of the
carb heaven we had entered and

ordered the Le pappardelle cor
sugo di coniglio. The rich dish
was comprised of pappardelle
with a rabbit ragu, which was as
meaty and satisfying as it sounds.
Finished with a dusting of Parmesan cheese, the decadent and
silky pasta was beautifully crafted. The sauce was savory without
being overly salty and satisfying
without being too rich. For my
main dish, I chose the Er pesce
in umido, which included halibut
braised in green beans, chard,
tomatoes, olives, and basil.
Holy cow, this dish was nextlevel delicious, proving that Italians have mastered more than
just pizza and pasta. The fish was
delicately cooked, rich in flavor,
and perfectly moist. My pescatarian taste buds were in heaven.
The accompanying vegetables
perfectly complemented the
light fish, as they were fragrant
with fresh Italian herbs. It was
a dish that left you completely
satisfied without feeling stuffed,
which isn’t an easy balance to
achieve. My pride was the only
thing that kept me from licking
my plate.
After we leisurely ate our meal,
our plates were cleared and the
dessert menu was presented to
us. This was probably the most
difficult part of my night, as ev-

erything sounded insanely good.
Finally, we settled for Er tiramisu, a dessert comprised of lady
fingers soaked in rum, espresso,
and chocolate liqueur, layered
with a zabaione-mascarpone
cream and La voja de cioccolata,
a flour-less chocolate cake with
hazelnut ice cream. Tiramisu,
with its rich cream, intense coffee, and cakey lady fingers, will
forever be one of my favorite
desserts. Amoroma did this
heavenly dish justice, with a
sprinkling of cocoa powder as the
perfect finish. I adored the addition of chocolate liqueur to the
soaking liquid, as it enhanced the
fabulous flavor of the espresso
against the cream.
My date’s chocolate cake was
decadent, rich, and full of flavor,
with the hazelnut ice cream
complementing the dessert, giving it a Nutella-esque sensation.
Although the slice was on the
smaller size, the flavor was so
rich that only a few bites would
leave the average diner satisfied.
As we left Amoroma, I could
not believe that such a classy
place was so close to a college
campus. Overall, the restaurant
gave us an experience that did
Italian cuisine justice, and I cannot wait to return to devour the
rest of their menu.

Saint Mary’s alumni, Karla Kane, releases new album
BY KALI KUSHNER
CULTURE EDITOR
From the hills of the Bay
to the halls of Cardiff, Karla
Kane continues to reveal her
lyrical talent and empathetic
heart in her debut solo album,
“King ’s Daughters Home For
Incurables.” Kane, who graduated from Saint Mary’s College
with a degree in Archeology and
Italian, was gracious enough
to offer me a glimpse into her
artistic life, which bloomed on
this very campus.
Although she came to pursue
her education, Kane ended
up planting the seeds for her
future musical career in the
halls of Saint Mary’s College.
“We used to record on a little
cassette four-track machine
in the dorms! Once we started
playing as a full, “real” band, we
recorded our albums in studios
with producers, but I guess that
dorm-room DIY spirit is still
alive and well because I recorded this new album at home in
my dining room, using just one
microphone and a laptop.” Not
only did Kane successfully record her newest album outside
of the studio, which was a feat in
itself, but she managed to do so
whilst balancing her career as
a newspaper editor and raising
her daughter.
The album itself is both lighthearted and dreamy yet socially
conscious, consisting of Kane’s
youthful voice, clever lyrics, and
appearances from Kane’s bandmates from Corner Laughers.
“King ’s Daughters Home For
Incurables” inspires visions of
cross country road trips, long
summer days, and reading in
the shade of an oak tree. In the
opening titular track, Kane reminisces over her time studying at

the University of Wales and the
English folk music that inspired
this new album. While most
American folk singers tend to
incorporate melancholic vocals
with acoustics, Kane sustains
an optimistic lens throughout
the album. In a few tracks,
Kane integrates audio clips of
birds chirping, which not only
reflects her admiration of the
natural world, but serves as an
appropriate metaphor for my
overall reaction to her work.
Just as bird songs signify the
approaching dawn, I find myself
refreshed and hopeful as each
track flows through me.
In one of the more controversial lyrics that stuck with
me, Kane confronts the current political climate in the
United States, singing: “A terrible troll, lived up in his tower,
surrounded by minions who
wouldn’t say no and it was our
role to take back the power, to
turn our opinions up high as
they go.” Rather than ranting
about the ills of society, Kane
promotes the importance of
social activism and the impact
community can have.
More and more often we witness artists using their platforms to call attention to sociopolitical issues. When asked
about the role artists play in
promoting social activism, Kane
replied, “I don’t think art always
has to promote a social or political agenda—art for art’s sake
has plenty of value on its own
and there’s value in escapism
and fantasy. But it certainly
can be worthwhile for artists
to include a message in their
work. Songs, visual art, theater,
films—all these media can help
not just entertain, but inform,
enlighten, and call to action. It’s
a particularly dark and strange

KARLA KANE’S musical career developed while at Saint Mary’s College. (Courtesy of Aaron Rubin)

time in the U.S. right now, so
I think it’s natural that that’s
going to show up in a lot of art.”
Karla Kane undoubtedly is a
talented and inspirational artist
who I feel lucky to have encountered. Kane doesn’t confine herself to the oppressive structures
in society, nor does she limit
her art to vague categories of
genre, proving that it’s possible
to pursue your passions.
If there is anything I can leave

the reader with, it’s the knowledge that you can do what you
love and that you should keep
an open mind when it comes to
your own potential. The world is
full of beautiful, artistic people,
and you are one of them.
To find out more about Karla
Kane and her music, visit karlakane.com and look forward
to “King’s Daughters Home For
Incurables,” coming out on Oct.
6, 2017.

BY NATHANIEL SCHULTZ
OPINION COLUMNIST
The final play of the 2017 season
at the California Shakespeare
Theater (Cal Shakes) was William Shakespeare’s “Measure
for Measure,” directed by Tyne
Rafaeli. For many Saint Mary’s
juniors, this was particularly good
timing, as “Measure for Measure”
was simultaneously being read in
Seminar. I happened to have read
this play for my language class and
found the experience of watching
a live performance enriching to
my own understanding and appreciation of the work.
Before the actual play began, I
was in awe of the Cal Shakes Theatre. It was my first time visiting
an outdoor theater venue, despite
the fact I’ve only attended under
half a dozen plays. Two hours
before the play began, the theater
opened up their grove area so
that audience members could go
and have a picnic-like dinner at
their tables. There was food and
drink available for purchase at
the theater, but I was pleasantly
surprised that Cal Shakes allowed
audience members to bring their
own food and drinks.
For those 21 and over, alcohol
is allowed on the premises during
both the picnic time and the actual
play itself. The Duke, played by
Rowan Vickers, Escalus, played
by Tristan Cunningham, and
Isabella, played by Lindsay Rico,
were all captivating characters
that were truly brought to life on
stage. David Graham Jones’ portrayal of Angelo was impressive,
as his take on the controversial
character brought the audience
joy, amusement, and discomfort.
Ms. Rafaeli took artistic liberty, as all directors do, to spin the
play’s content in a few interesting
ways. Shakespeare’s “Measure
for Measure” is a revered tale of
virtue, power, and sacrifice, as
the characters navigate their own
morals and desires. Ms. Rafeli
honored the heart of the story
while managing to put her creative
take on the tale.
The play took place in the modern day but was still set in Vienna.
Rather than having the Duke character be an older man, like in the
original version of play, the Duke
was presented as a young ruler just
starting off his career in political
leadership. Vickers did a great job
portraying this alteration. This
young version of the Duke allowed
for more character development;
he was more heroic than what I
perceived from reading the text.
My favorite actress of the night
was Annie Worden, who performed marvelously as the character Elbow. Worden brought the
entire audience to laughter with
her spot-on performance. My
only critique would be for her to
include that same level of energy
in her other characters within the
production.
Overall, “Measure for Measure”
was very impressive and so was
the Cal Shakes venue in general. I
would recommend everyone to go
see the play or, at the very least, to
visit the Cal Shakes Theatre to see
another production.
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CULTURE
“Star Trek: Discovery” brings diversity to the beloved franchise
BY TERRILYN HO
COPY EDITOR
It has been over a decade since
the last “Star Trek” series, with
old and new fans alike waiting in
great anticipation for the show’s
big return. Unlike its predecessors, “Star Trek: Discovery ”
introduces a number of new elements, including the show being
the first of the “Star Trek” franchise to ever feature a woman of
color as the main protagonist.
The show is set up as a prequel,
10 years prior to the events that
happen in “Star Trek: The Original Series,” and the plot revolves
around Commander Michael
Burnham, played by Sonequa
Martin- Green. From the very
first episode, we come to find
that, despite her very rational
upbringing, she is not afraid to
go against the grain and fight for
what she believes in, even if it
inevitably brings her hardships
or challenges.
Commander Michael is joined
by Captain Philippa Georgiou,
played by Michelle Yeoh. Levelheaded and a proponent of diplomacy, her character is adamant
that their starfleet, the USS
Shenzhou, never shoots first, as
a way to keep the peace and to
not instigate discord.
In addition to having female
leads, the show has also decided
to break tradition by showcasing intense difficulties within
the crew’s interrelations. The
friendship between Commander Michael and the Captain is
strained when the Commander
ultimately defies one of the Captain’s commands to refrain from
shooting the enemy.
Gene Roddenberry, the creator
of “Star Trek,” had a cardinal
rule that conflicts or difficulties
amongst main characters had to

MARY CHEIFFO AS L’RELL brings a fresh take to the iconic series, as many roles have been adapted to be more inclusive. (Courtesy of Den of Geek)

be kept to a minimum, and if they
did occur, they would have to be
resolved quickly. Roddenberry
had originally pictured a utopic
world in the future Federation,
one that was past war, money,
and racial tensions. Nevertheless, it is clear that this new series will be breaking the mold
and proving to the audience that,
while peace and progress can
always be made, they are still far
from achieving a utopian society.
This struggle for peace is especially marred when tensions
between the Klingon, a group
of species that serve as the antagonists, and the Federation
start to manifest. During a fly-by
mission, Commander Michael is
examining one of the structures
they have created when she accidentally comes face to face
with a Klingon torchbearer. She
ultimately ends up killing the
Klingon member as a result of
self-defense and returns to the
ship trying to warn the commander that they must take ac-

tion against the Klingon, who she
believes are dangerous.
The tension between the two
groups is a possible reflection
of the current political climate
we are facing. The line between
allies and enemies continue to
blur, and the U.S. has always
been a nation that has had a long
history of this experience. The
Klingon start chanting a phrase
that emphasizes that they must
stay true to who they are and that
they must “Remain Klingon.”
Co-showrunner Aaron Harberts has confirmed that the
phrase is an allusion to Trump’s
campaign slogan of “Make America Great Again.” In this sense,
the idea that the group must
maintain their identity and defeat the other is very similar to
the concept of Americentrism,
where there is a bias to look at
another culture and judge it
based on American standards.
Those who don’t comply with
the standards are typically dealt
with using undiplomatic meth-

The Khalid experience captivates SF
BY MADISON LATTNER
STAFF WRITER
Khalid Legend Robinson recently played at The Masonic in
San Francisco on Thursday, Sept.
21. Best known for his vibey jams,
such as his song “Location,” his
concert was surprisingly upbeat.
From the very start, Khalid
made sure the audience was
involved, often handing the mic
off to audience members and
dancing around the stage. The
small venue definitely gave the
audience their money’s worth
and allowed them to be intimate
enough to truly embrace the
“Khalid experience.”

From the lighting to
the venue to the set
list, Khalid has outdone himself, especially for a first tour.
The show opened up with his
upbeat song “American Teen,”
which featured engaging lights
and dancers. Khalid seemed to
be having the time of his life
performing, which made this

concert experience even more
captivating. He sang his way
through his hit album, performing fan favorites such as
“8TEEN,” “Saved,” and “Location.”
To the audience’s delight,
he also performed some of his
latest releases. His song “Silence,” which was a collaboration
with DJ Marshmello, rocked the
crowd with its catchy and eccentric sound. For the encore,
Khalid performed his song “Rollin,” featuring DJ Calvin Harris,
which was the quintessential
summer feel-good song. To wrap
up his night in San Francisco,
Khalid wowed the crowd with
the live rendition of “ Young
Dumb & Broke.” The audience
was chanting every word to every
song, which made the experience
all the more incredible.
Khalid, originally from Georgia, was born on February 11,
1998. The young artist has been
awing listeners since before
his tour in 2017. Khalid studied
musical theater and singing at
Americas High School in El Paso,
Texas and then began making
music in 2005. In fact, the songwriter originally wrote the song
“Location” to win prom king at
his high school. His mother, one
of his major inspirations, helped

Khalid with the harmonies.
Little to the future prom king’s
knowledge, he would soon be in
concert halls filled with fans who
know every word.
This was Khalid’s first tour,
and it sold out all 21 venues
from the United States to Europe. Khalid, being only 19 years
old, has had a ground-breaking
career thus far. This past year,
Khalid came out with the album
“American Teen,” which contained hit after hit.
The whole album combines
an R&B sound with a hint of the
pop genre. You can hear how
some of his inspirations, such as
Kendrick Lamar, Frank Ocean,
and Chance the Rapper, have
influenced the artist’s sound and
lyrics. Having done collaborations with Calvin Harris, Logic,
DJ Marshmello and Lorde, the
young musician is well on his
way to a Grammy or two.
Overall, Khalid put on an
amazing concert. From the lighting to the venue to the set list,
Khalid has outdone himself,
especially for a first tour. Khalid
truly blessed the Bay Area with
his energy and talent. The fans
are expecting a lot more from
Khalid, so hopefully a new album
and another tour is in the near
future.

ods.
While the plot has mainly been
geared towards fighting foes and
solving struggles between crew
members, the show has been
missing the exciting aspect of
exploration that has been a consistent presence in nearly every
other reiteration, particularly
in “Star Trek: The Next Generation” (which is often thought to
be the golden standard, as far as
“Star Trek” series go). The philosophical and moral struggles
that the characters go through
are what have made the Star

Trek franchise so great in the
first place, but from the first two
episodes, it seems that much of
that time is now being dedicated
to showing that there is drama
within the crew.
While it is fantastic that there
has been progress with the diversity in casting, it would also
have been great to see more of
the focus on the adventure and
excitement that comes along
with journeying through space.
After all, the show shouldn’t be
called “Star Trek: Discovery”
for nothing. That being said, it is
possible that we will encounter
more of the philosophical dilemmas that arise with their travels
in the later episodes.
There is a moment in the show
where Commander Michael
says, “Being afraid of everything
means you learn nothing, there’s
no opportunity to discover, to
explore.” This quote succinctly
sums up exactly what the coshowrunners, Gretchen J. Berg
and Aaron Harberts, wanted to
create with this show. By taking
a risk and introducing a whole
new standard, they have given
the audience and fans a fresh
take on a show that has had many
reinterpretations. It is not just a
prequel to the other series; it is a
show that is beginning to break
the barriers on old traditions and
stylistic choices.
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OPINION
Trump’s UN speech: Is he isolating the U.S. from other countries?
Trump’s constant transitions
between a pro-UN and pro-America standpoint throughout his address made it difficult to tell what
the purpose of his speech really
was. Was he trying to unite the UN
member nations during perilous
times, or perpetuate American
nationalist values and successes?
Logically, you cannot be a nationalist and globalist at the same
time. He presents American greatness and strength as the foundation upon which the global unity
of the UNGA nations should orient
themselves. But the purpose of the
address should not have been to
praise America like a god. Rather,
it should have been to call for the
equal unification of sovereign
member nations in order to better

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP delivers his speech at the annual United Nations General Assembly. (Courtsey of The Epoch Times)

BY KIANA LEI YAP
OPINION COLUMNIST
In his recent address to the
UN, President Donald Trump
made several brazen remarks
regarding the roles of America
and the member nations in the
UN General Assembly (UNGA).
Trump’s address ultimately served
to arrogantly isolate the U.S. as
the world’s greatest example of
freedom, military strength, and
sovereign democracy. The lack of
appropriateness of his speech was
incredibly disrespectful, given
that the mission of the UNGA is to
unite nations rather than idolize a
single one.
President Donald Trump’s
fiercely nationalist rhetoric characterized the majority of his
speech. He upheld the U.S. consti-

tution “as an example for everyone
to watch,” while simultaneously
complementing the UN for modeling the “future of dignity and peace
for the people of this wonderful
Earth.”
His address modeled his classic campaign speech rhetoric and
delivery. It highlighted the sovereign and democratic grandeur of
the U.S. as the totem to which all
independent, free, and dignified
nations should aspire. He stated,
“We must uphold respect for law,
respect for borders, and respect
for culture, and the peaceful engagement these allow…[and] we
must work together and confront
together those who threaten us.”
To Trump, of course, it is only
Americans who matter in this
statement. President Donald
Trump made it clear to the UNGA

and to all who were listening that
he will always put the United States
of America first, so why should the
other member nations believe so
foolishly that he would do anything to protect them from these
threats? Yes, he stated that everyone in the UNGA needs to work
together to “create a more safe
and peaceful future for all people…
[as] the United States will forever
be a great friend to the world, and
especially to its allies.”
This was noble of him to reaffirm. However, this was totally
contradicted by his next remark,
in which he stated, “we can no
longer be taken advantage of, or
enter into a one-sided deal where
the United States gets nothing in
return. As long as I hold this office,
I will defend America’s interests
above all else.”

Trump’s address
ultimately served to
arrogantly isolate
the United States as
the world’s greatest
example of freedom,
military strength,
and sovereign
democracy.
face threats to global democracy.
Among the criticisms that
abound for Trump’s UN speech,
one topic that he highlighted much
more fittingly and appropriately
was the presence of threats to
democratic nations and their
people. Specifically, he singled out
North Korea, the various terrorist
groups rampant in the Middle East,
and Iranian dictatorship.
In exposing North Korea’s increasing nuclearization of military

forces, Trump called upon member
nations to “work together to isolate
the Kim regime until it ceases its
hostile behavior.” He chastised the
Iranian government’s allowance to
maintain a dictatorship that constantly works to oppress its people,
stating, “We cannot let a murderous regime continue these destabilizing activities while building
dangerous missiles, and we cannot
abide by an agreement if it provides
cover for the eventual construction
of a nuclear program.”
Nonetheless, these requests for
action do not overshadow Trump’s
American nationalist assertions.
It can be well-assumed that the
United States has indeed made
great financial, humanitarian,
military, and institutional contributions for the benefit of other
world nations. However, Trump’s
constant reassertion of America
as the world’s greatest and highest
power was completely inappropriate given the setting in the UN.
It is the United Nations, not the
“United Nations Under America”
or the “United Nations, Especially
America.”
Trump ended his address by
posing three questions. “Are we
still patriots? Do we love our nations enough to protect their sovereignty and to take ownership of
their futures? Do we revere them
enough to defend their interests,
preserve their cultures, and ensure a peaceful world for their
citizens?” If I am not mistaken, he
is asking each country to consider
itself and its people above all else—
a noble request, surely. But it is
also one that seeks to divide nation
from nation in a hierarchical competition instead of unifying them
all in Trump himself’s hope for “a
future of dignity and peace for the
people of this wonderful Earth.”

Jimmy Kimmel publically takes a stand against new healthcare bill
on politicians to take care of them.
Kimmel is not speaking blindly
about information he does not
have facts to support. Shortly after
his son had open heart surgery,
Kimmel interviewed Senator Bill
Cassidy about a new healthcare bill
to reform the current Affordable
Care Act, or “Obamacare.”
Cassidy developed a test called
the “Jimmy Kimmel Test,” which
promised that under his new
healthcare bill no family would
be denied medical care no matter
their economic situation. Kimmel
was brought into the healthcare
battle by Cassidy, despite his original interests.

BY VICTORIA VIDALES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Controversial actions by President Trump, concerning race,
economic actions, and other politicians, have sparked many celebrities to speak out against political
policy. More specifically, on the
topic of healthcare there are disagreements. One is late-night
talk- show host Jimmy Kimmel,
who has openly criticized the nowdefeated third Republican attempt
at a healthcare bill. While some
people believe celebrities should
not use their platforms to acknowledge their political views, I believe
that Kimmel and other celebrities
have the right to stand up for or
against government policies.
Known for his funny monologues and entertaining interviews, Kimmel is a fan favorite
among late night hosts. I believe
Kimmel’s passion for nationwide
healthcare stems from his personal
experience with his infant son who
was born with a heart condition.
Kimmel has been very open with
his son’s struggles and his family’s
experiences, adapting to care for a
child with special needs.
Over the last few weeks, Kimmel
has publicly criticized Senator
Bill Cassidy and other politicians
for their creation of the GrahamCassidy Bill. The bill sought to
increase revenues for insurance

JIMMY KIMMEL, shown here with his newborn son and family, express his anger at the Graham-Cassidy Bill. (Courtesy of People)

companies and decrease coverage of people without healthcare.
While some people may argue that
Kimmel is just an entertainer and
should stop talking about politics,
Kimmel has the right under the
Constitution to speak in support
or in opposition of any policy he
chooses. If people do not like his
opinions or agree with his actions,
then they should just turn off the
television.
Kimmel also has the responsibility as an American citizen to

stay informed on issues to ensure
the country is moving in a direction he agrees with. The current
administration seems to blame
all others in the spotlight for our
country’s problems.
Our President and his supporters have said that we should not listen to the media and news outlets,
professional athletes, Hollywood
actors, entertainers, or anyone
else who does not agree with him.
Who are we supposed to put our
faith in? Only the President and his

government supporters?
Some politicians have responded to Kimmel’s accusations by
claiming that he is not a healthcare
expert and cannot develop a factual
opinion on the bill. That response
is not just an attack on Kimmel, but
on every member of the country’s
population. Does a person’s lack of
expertise on healthcare mean they
cannot formulate an opinion on it?
It is necessary for the American
people to educate themselves on
political issues and not blindly rely

Over the last few
weeks, Kimmel had
publicly criticized...the
Graham-Cassidy Bill.
All throughout the week, Kimmel urged viewers to call their
representatives to express their
disapproval of the bill. On Sept.
26, the bill was pulled when it
became clear there would not be
enough votes to pass. Although
some people may disagree with the
political opinions of entertainers,
they are affected by laws just as
regular people are, and they have
the right to publically voice their
opinions.
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SPORTS
Sports
NFL protests during national anthem inappropriate
this week

Opinion

BLAKE BORTLES stands beside armed forces members. (Courtesy of Jacksonville.com)

BY ASHLEY SUGAR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Sunday Night Football is a tradition upheld in many American
households. It is a tradition that
does not discriminate and unifies
Americans as they cheer for their
favorite team and find an outlet
for a stressful week. But instead
of the outlet many Americans
are looking for, they have had to
deal with NFL players who get on
their soapboxes and take a knee
during the national anthem. This
only works to polarize the United
States. There is a time and a place
for everything, but the weekly
football game is not the right
place for this kind of political
propaganda.
Many say the national anthem

is just a song. What does it matter if a player stretches through
it? But we don’t stand for the
anthem because it is a song. We
stand for what it symbolizes. We
don’t stand because we agree
with every decision our government makes. We stand for the
principles that our country was
founded on and for the soldiers
who have died protecting our
freedom. Maybe the players who
choose to kneel should think
about that the next time they
decide to take a knee.
It is so easy to ignore our veterans, but the truth is that there
are people who shake every time
the doorbell rings because they
fear the bad news that their loved
one has passed defending this
country. Although I don’t know

these feelings, I will always show
our veterans, who put their lives
on the line for us, the few minutes
of respect that they deserve by
standing for the national anthem.
The right to protest is inherent
in our first amendment rights;
however, that doesn’t make it
appropriate. There truly is a
time and place for everything. To
say NFL players are protesting
the racial injustices of the world
by kneeling during the national
anthem is a bit dodgy, and I just
don’t see it. Instead, I believe
they’re kneeling to send a political message to our President.
Colin Kaepernick first took a
knee 13 months ago and now, 400
days later, we have seen hundreds
take a knee. What has changed
since August 2016? Have the
injustices suddenly halted? The
only differences I see are that
Kaepernick no longer has a job
and the 45th president has been
elected. The intentions of the new
kneelers seem unrelated to fighting for social justice and more related to sticking it to the current
sitting president, Donald Trump.
Let’s say their intentions are
to fight the social injustices they
see. If that is the case, they should
start looking at their employer
to adjust the team owners’ very
apparent biases. The NFL has a
history with picking and choosing
what they deem “okay,” yet we
don’t see players protesting their
employer’s actions. When the
Dallas Cowboys wanted to wear

police decals on their helmets to
commemorate the fallen officers,
they were threatened with a fine,
but it is okay to kneel when it is
clearly a political expression. In
2015, a player was fined for wearing garments dedicated to Breast
Cancer Awareness. But if you
disrespect the country by taking
a knee, it’s all good.
How about we focus on NFL
arrests for domestic violence?
Every year, we are faced with
more stories about women who
are beaten by NFL players. Ray
McDonald, Greg Hardy, Ray Rice
are just a few names of current
or former NFL players who, in
the last few years, have beaten
women. It is pretty sad that these
same men are now standing down
due to what they see as injustice.
We should do well to remember
that NFL players are hardly saints
and should be held to a certain
standard as public figures and
fellow citizens.
Fighting fire with fire is never
the best option, but disrespecting our troops to send a political
message is not the time or place
to use your freedom of speech.
Don’t take a practice that unites
Americans, like football, and
politicalize it. You have a right
to protest; however, this manner is entirely disrespectful. The
national anthem celebrates our
God-given rights as citizens of the
United States of America; don’t
abuse it with your defamatory
remarks and actions.

Rampant crime in college football reveals need for change
BY RICHIE AVILA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
There have been several highlypublicized incidents involving athletes in the past several years. In the
NFL, domestic abuse has seemingly
become an epidemic, notably with
Ray Rice and Greg Hardy. In college
football, there has been a much more
diverse selection of crimes committed by players, from murder and
assault to credit card fraud, identity
theft, and DWI’s.
Recently, the Florida Gators sus-

pended nine players for their much
anticipated match-up with the
Michigan Wolverines. In an encounter where Michigan won 33-17, the
talk surrounding the suspensions
was about their impact on the game
and not about the nine student-athletes who were facing third-degree
felony charges. This highlights a
potential cause to the substantial
amount of college football players
who get in trouble.
Last season, the University of
Minnesota suspended ten players
for sexual assault, a suspension

WOMEN’S SOCCER

Thurs. @ San Diego, 7:00 p.m.
Sat. @ BYU, 7:00 p.m.

The Gaels head away from home
for two West Coast Conference
matchups. The team looks to
continue their winning ways
with two tough opponents
standing in their way.
MEN’S SOCCER

Sat. @ Gonzaga, 7:00 p.m.
The men’s soccer team will
travel to Spokane, Washington
to play their conference rivals.
The matchup against Gonzaga
signifies the beginning of the
Gael’s conference schedule.
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL

Thurs. vs. BYU, 7:00 p.m.
Sat. vs. San Diego, 1:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA suspended 10 players for sexual assault. (Courtesy of slate.com)

that was protested by the other
players on the team. Similar suspensions due to sexual assault have
been handed out at Michigan State
and Baylor University. In all these
instances, the conversation was directed towards the on-field product,
not the off-the-field issues. With
the amount of money involved in
collegiate sports, especially football,
institutions have prioritized athletic
success and monetary gains over
player conduct. These institutions
have cultivated an environment that
enables this.
The Netflix documentary series,
“Last Chance U,” highlighted this
very culture, specifically focusing
on East Mississippi Community
College, an institution that welcomes players who were kicked out
of other programs for academic or
legal issues. The documentary series
displayed the kind of prioritization
of athletics over academics and
off-the-field behavior that occurs at
these “football schools.” Ironically,
former EMCC running back Isaiah
Wright, along with Camion Patrick

of Indiana University, were charged
with criminal homicide in July.
Football is a violent sport that
tends to attract troubled youth from
troubled areas. This is obviously
not true for all players, but it is for
a considerable amount, such as for
Isaiah Wright. Wright grew up with
his father in jail and had an inattentive mother and abusive foster parents. When that type of upbringing
is combined with institutions that
depreciate off-the-field conduct in
comparison to football, the results
will largely be negative. Additionally,
with news of chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) being prevalent
in a greater number of players than
originally thought, football may just
be a recipe for disaster.
Unless these institutions change,
there will continue to be an excessive amount of crimes committed
by college football players, which is
a shame. Football should be a means
for troubled youth to improve their
situation, not something that will
later condemn them to a life in
prison.

Saint Mary’s will play host to
both BYU and San Diego this
week. The Gaels are coming
off two tough losses to Loyola
Marymount and Pepperdine,
and will look to start a new
winning streak in order to
improve their WCC record.
GOLF

Mon. - Tues., Nick
Watney Invitational
After coming off of a first
place finish at the Inverness
Intercollegiate, the Gaels will travel
to Fresno and look to continue
their hot start to the fall season.
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SPORTS
Men’s soccer falls to Zips in last non-conference game
BY ELIZABETH MAGNO
CHIEF COPY EDITOR
The Gaels ended their nonconference play with a loss
against Ohio’s University of
Akron, ending their three-game
win streak.
The men’s soccer team met
the Zips for the first time on Saturday in Ohio. During the first
half of the match, both teams
were equals with plenty of back
and forth action.
The Gaels began the game
with high defensive pressure
and maintained this style
throughout the entirety of the
first 45 minutes. Twenty-five
minutes into the first half, Jake
Rudel nearly put the Gaels on
the scoreboard, though his attempt for a lower right hand
corner shot went wide above
the crossbar due to a deflection
from Akron’s Daniel Strachan.
The Zips immediately regained possession and nearly
scored a goal of their own. Akron
midfielder Manuel Cordeiro
found the ball and took it across
the midfield before passing it
off to defender João Moutinho.
Moutinho lost control of the
ball just inside the penalty area,
effectively allowing the Gaels to
take possession once more.
The final 15 minutes of the
first half saw numerous possession switches between the two
teams. The Zips even squeezed

THE GAELS travelled to Akron on Saturday and fell in a hard-fought match against the Zips. (Dean Boerner/COLLEGIAN)

in some take ons (particularly from Niko De Vera). Saint
Mary’s defense also gave Akron
a hard time with a handful of
deflections (Filippo Zattarin
displayed a critical block to Akron’s Nate Schultz’s attempted
cross).
Dakota Armour provided a
near-goal attempt for the Gaels
in the final 90 seconds of the
first half, but Armour’s shot
went wide left of the box. By
halftime, the game was tied 0-0.
Akron outshot Saint Mary’s 7-4.
However, the score changed
10 minutes into the second
half when Akron made it to

the scoreboard first. The Zips’
Stuart Holthusen struck, and
his shot went past Saint Mary’s
goalkeeper, Remi Prieur, into
the lower right side of the box.
Akron almost doubled this lead
at the 62-minute mark with another low shot that Prieur had
to save. Rudel returned the ball
down the field soon after to help
the Gaels regain possession.
Joseph Restani had a chance to
put the Gaels on the scoreboard
but kicked the ball high over the
crossbar.
Saint Mary’s finally got their
chance in the 69th minute when
Stephen Dougherty put the ball

into play with a corner kick.
Jakub Svehlik found the ball and
volleyed it 23 yards right over
Akron’s goalkeeper, Ben Lundt,
for his first goal of the season.

Akron

2

Saint Mary’s

1

Saint Mary’s took command
late in the second half, but the
game remained tied for the rest
of regulation time. Ben Braman nearly broke the tie for
the Gaels with a header that

went just over the box. Because
neither team could break the
deadlock before 90 minutes,
the match went into extra time.
It took thirteen minutes before one of the teams scored the
game-winner. At the 103-minute mark, Akron’s Nick Hinds
charged down the left flank
before finding Faisal Ghaffur.
Ghaffur finished this run and
found the back of the net.
With the loss to the Zips, the
Gaels fall 3-4-3 heading into
conference play. Saint Mary’s
opens WCC action on the road
against Gonzaga on Saturday,
Oct. 7.

Oakland Raiders and San Francisco 49ers hopeful for strong seasons
BY RICHIE AVILA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Bay Area’s two NFL teams
are at vastly different stages of
their respective rebuilding projects. The 49ers are in the first
year of their rebuild, with a new
general manager and head coach
and only 16 players from their
2016 roster. The Raiders, on the
other hand, are bonafide Super
Bowl contenders after a lengthy
period of sub-500 seasons.
With Pro-Bowlers Derek Carr,
Khalil Mack, and Amari Cooper,
the Oakland Raiders have one of
the most star-studded rosters in
the league—a roster the Raiders
built mainly through the NFL
Draft.

The addition of Oakland native
Marshawn Lynch gives the Raiders an extra boost in their quest
to win a championship before
they leave for Las Vegas. The
former Buffalo Bill and Seattle
Seahawk came out of retirement
to play for his hometown team.
The 49ers are currently where
the Raiders were a few seasons
ago. Having finished last in their
division two years in a row, San
Francisco fired GM Trent Baalke
and head coach Chip Kelly and
replaced them with John Lynch
and Kyle Shanahan.
Although the 49ers are winless
through their first three games,
they appear to have considerably improved since last year.
An initial blowout loss to the

MARSHAWN LYNCH AND THE RAIDERS look to make the Super Bowl this season while the 49ers continue to rebuild. (Courtesy of CNN)

Carolina Panthers was followed
by a three-point and two-point

loss to Seattle and Los Angeles,
respectively.
The 49ers have talent to build
on with Carlos Hyde and NaVorro
Bowman leading the offensive
and defensive sides, respectively. The defense also has an
appreciable amount of young
talent, with DeForest Buckner,
Solomon Thomas, and Reuben
Foster being recent, high-profile
draft picks.
While the Niners aren’t expected to win many games this
season, they can improve on their
second to last place finish from
a season ago and possibly play
spoiler to one of their divisional
rivals.
The Raiders are expected to
win a lot of games, and they look
poised to do so. Oakland was
dominant in their two victories
over Tennessee and New York,
beating the Titans by 10 points
and the Jets by 25 points. The offense struggled in its third game
and was held to only 128 yards by

The Raiders are
predicted to win the
AFC West…and remain
one of the favorites to
reach the Super Bowl.
the Washington defense.
The Raider Nation hopes that
the humiliating loss is an outlier, which is something many
analysts agree with. The Raiders
are predicted to win the AFC
West, perhaps the best division in
professional football, and remain
one of the favorites to reach the
Super Bowl.
The loss is expected to be a minor setback and something which
the team can use as motivation
going forward.
Both Bay Area teams have optimistic outlooks for the future
and will use this season to strive
toward them.

